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SUMMARY
Background: In recent years, research has called for an increased emphasis on clinical outcomes that are meaningful to patients
with binge eating disorder (BED). This cross-sectional study examined the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) and its relation
to clinical and demographic factors in BED patients.
Subjects and methods: Thirty-two patients (28 women and 4 men) with BED (age=41.1±10.7; body mass index=38.9±5.8)
seeking treatment to a weekly multidisciplinary programme at the UPC KU Leuven, Campus Kortenberg in Belgium, were asked to
participate at intake. All participants were assessed with the GAF scale, completed the Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI), the Body
Attitude Test (BAT), the Symptoms Checklist-90, the Baecke Physical Activity Questionnaire (BPAQ), and performed a 6 minute walk
test.
Results: The GAF-score (55.9±13.9) was only significantly associated with the BPAQ score (7.0±1.4) (r=0.383, p=0.03) and the
BAT score (63.9±16.1) (r=-0.443, p=0.011). The regression model including both of these variables explained 25.3% of the
variability in the GAF-score.
Conclusions: This study highlights the value of clinicians assessing physical activity and body image in patients with BED.
Research is needed to elucidate whether incorporating body image treatments and physical activity in the care of patients with BED
can promote global functioning.
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* * * * *
INTRODUCTION
Binge eating disorder (BED) is characterised by
frequent and persistent episodes of binge eating
accompanied by feelings of loss of control and marked
distress in the absence of regular compensatory
behaviours. Binges are associated with 3 or more of the
following: (a) eating much more rapidly than normal,
(b) eating until uncomfortably full, (c) eating large
amounts of foods when not feeling physically hungry,
(d) eating alone because of being embarrassed by how
much one is eating, and (e) feeling disgusted with
oneself, depressed, or very guilty after overeating
(American Psychiatric Association 1994). In the
recently published fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5)
(American Psychiatric Association 2013), the frequency
of binge eating reduced from at least twice weekly
during 6 months to at least once weekly for 3 months.
In recent years, research has called for an increased
emphasis on clinical outcomes that aremeaningful to
patients, families, and clinicians, as wellas for a greater
focus on functional recovery (Vanderlinden et al. 2012,
Stice et al. 2013, Vancampfort et al. 2014a). This is
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important because if the functional outcome in patients
with BED is measured exclusivelyin terms of remission
of binges, most patientswould beratedas much improved
following psychological and pharmacological treatments (Vocks et al. 2010). However, patients with BED
who experience significant reductions in binges when
receiving treatment may still have impairmentsin a
variety of other domains, including subjectiveoutcome
variables, such as quality of life (Vanderlinden et al.
2007).
Several factors can affect subjective and functional
outcomes in patients with BED. For instance, BED
patients who report extreme weight and shape concerns
report a significantly lower health related quality of life
compared to those who do not report such concerns
(Hrabosky et al. 2007, Mond & Hay 2007, Grilo et al.
2009). Patients with BED therefore report that
improving weight concerns, self-esteem and body
experience are key goals of their treatment (Vanderlinden et al. 2007). In addition to these factors, an active
lifestyle is associated with reduced eating disorder
pathology and improved mental health (Vancampfort et
al. 2014b). In particular moderate intensity physical
activity may be effective in reducing binge eating,
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especially among those BED patients with high anxiety
sensitivity as physical activity has been shown to reduce
anxiety sensitivity levels (De Boer et al. 2012). In
addition, physical activity participation would likely
lead to improvement in other domains of life
functioning, given the associated physical health
benefits (Vancampfort et al. 2013).
To date, although the mental and physicalhealthis
being studiedin BED patients (Vancampfort et al.
2014b), clinical and demographical variables associated
with global functioning in daily life arereceiving little
attention in current research. The aim of the present
study therefore is to examine how global functioningis
associated with clinical and demographic variables in
obese treatment-seeking patients with BED. We hypothesised that that older age, higher body mass index,
more severe eating disorder pathology, more psychopathology, and a more negative body attitude were
negatively associated with global functioning, whilst
higher levels of physical activity participation and
physical fitness would be positively associated with the
global assessment of functioning score.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Subjects
Before the start of the study, all local general
practitioners, psychiatrists, psychologists, and patients’
groups were informed about a weekly multidisciplinary
programme at the UPC KU Leuven, campus Kortenberg
in Belgium by information leaflets. All were informed
that obese outpatients meeting the DSM-IV criteria for
BED (APA 1994) could participate in the study.
Diagnosis for those who were willing to participate was
made at intake by a psychiatrist using the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Disorders (SCID) (First
et al. 1996). Only obese (BMI>30) participants meeting
the DSM-IV criteria for BED were included. The
somatic exclusion criteria included evidence of significant cardiovascular, neuromuscular and endocrine disorders which, according to American Thoracic Society
(2002) guidelines, might prevent safe participation in
the study.

Procedure
Data was collected between October 2008 and
October 2012 using assessment tools with good psychometric properties (Westerterp 1999, Tasca et al. 2003,
Carano et al. 2006, Larsson & Reynisdottir 2008,
Beriault et al. 2009). The study procedure was performed in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki in
1995 (as revised in Edinburgh 2000) and approved by
the Scientific and Ethical Committees of the participating centres. All participants gave their written
informed consent. Participation in the study did not
affect the pre-treatment screening and approval process.

Instruments
Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF)
The GAF (APA 1994) combines the evaluation of
symptoms as well as relational, social, and occupational
functioning on a single axis. The scale runs from 1 to
100. A lower rating reflects worse symptoms and a
poorer level of functioning, whereas a higher rating
reflects less symptoms and a better level of functioning.
The GAF was recorded as a single score. The
assessment was performedthrough consensus by two
psychologists responsible for the intake and treatment
procedure of all patients but blinded to the outcomes on
the walk test and questionnaires. Previous research (Rey
et al. 1995) indicates that the GAF is a reliable
assessment tool in clinical settings.
Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI)
The EDI (Garner et al. 1983, Vandereycken &
Meermann 1984) is a widely used 64-item questionnaire
aimed at assessing the psychological characteristics,
eating related attitudes and traits of eating disorders.
The subscales of the EDIinclude: drive for thinness,
bulimia, body dissatisfaction, perfectionism, ineffectiveness, interpersonal distrust, interoceptive awareness,
and maturity fears. For each item a 6-point forcedchoice format is used thatrates how much the item
applied to them. Options range from `always' to `never'.
Scores for each item identify the extremity of the eating
disorder (3 = the most extreme eating disorder response,
2 = an intermediate response, and 1 indicates a low
response; the other three responses receive no score).
The Cronbach’s alpha of the EDI subscales ranged from
0.66 (perfectionism) to 0.87 (bulimia). Only the total
score which ranges from 0 to 192 was included. A
higher total score indicates more severe eating disorder
pathology.
Body Attitude Test (BAT)
The BAT (Probst et al. 1995) consists of 20 items
scored on a 6-point scale ranging from 0 (never) to 5
(always). The BAT is intended to measure the
subjective body experience and the attitude towards
one’s body. It comprises 4 factors: (1) negative
appreciation of body size, (2) lack of familiarity of
one’s own body, (3) general body dissatisfaction, and
(4) a rest factor. The maximum total score is 100 and
the higher the score, the more deviating the body
experience is. The internal consistency of the BAT in
the current study was excellent with Cronbach’s alpha’s
ranging from 0.87 (lack of familiarity of one’s own
body) to 0.90 (negative appreciation of body size). Only
the total score was included in this study.
Symptom Checklist-90 (SCL-90)
The SCL-90 (Derogatis 1983, Arrindellet al. 1986)
assesses several psychopathological complaints. It is
composed of 90 items, which might be answered
according to a 5-point scale, graded from 0 to 4, from
‘none’ to ‘extremely’. The scale evaluates, besides a
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total general psychoneuroticism score, 8 primary
domains of symptoms: agoraphobia, anxiety, depression,
somatization, cognitive-performance deficits, interpersonal sensitivity and mistrust, acting-out hostility
and sleep difficulties. The Cronbach’s alpha of the SCL90 scales ranged from 0.73 (acting-out hostility) to 0.88
(depression). Only the total score was used with a
higher score indicating higher psychopathology.

predictors to evaluate independent variables explaining
the variance in the GAF score. The significance level
was set at 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using
the statistical package SPSS version 20.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL).

Physical Activity: Baecke Physical Activity
Questionnaire (BPAQ)
The 12-month recall BPAQ (Baecke et al. 1982)
consists of 16 questions organised in three sections: at
work (8 items), sport during leisure time (4 items), and
during leisure excluding sport (4 items). Questions in
each section are scored on a 5-point Likert scale (never,
seldom, sometimes, often, always). The two most
frequently reported sports activities are explored in
additional questions about the number of months per
year and hours per week of participation. The
Cronbach’s alpha values of the work, sports, and leisure
scores in the current study were 0.73, 0.74 and 0.74,
respectively. Only the total score was used with a higher
score indicating a higher level of physical activity
participation.

Participants

Physical Fitness: the 6 Minute Walk Test (6MWT)
The 6MWT was performed according to the
American Thoracic Society (2002) guidelines. The total
distance walked in 6 minutes was recorded to the
nearest decimetre. Supervision and measurement of the
6MWT was performed by one trained physiotherapist.
The 6MWT has been shown to be a reliable and valid
test to assess the physical fitness of obese patients
(Larsson & Reynisdottir 2008, Beriault et al. 2009).
Anthropometric data
Body weight was measured in light clothing to the
nearest 0.1 kg using a SECA beam balance scale, and
height to the nearest 0.1 cm using a wall-mounted
stadiometer.

Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistics were undertaken and included
the mean ± SD for each variable. The Shapiro-Wilks
test was used to assess the normal distribution of the
data. All variables were normally distributed. Therefore,
the Pearson’s correlation test was used to determine
associations between the GAF with clinical and
demographical variables. Next a multiple regression
analysis was performed with significant correlates as

RESULTS

A total of 38 persons with BED were initially
screened. Two persons were diagnosed with bulimia
nervosa and did not meet DSM-IV criteria for BED.
Two persons with BED were excluded as a consequence
of a locomotor disorder that could prevent safe
participation in the 6MWT. Two patients were excluded
as they required another residential treatment (one for
depression and one for psychotic symptoms). Of the 32
included persons, nobody declined to participate.
Characteristics of the 32 included patients are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of the included participants
with binge eating disorder (n=32)
Variables
Gender (M/F)
4/28
Age
41.1±10.7
GAF
55.9±13.9
BMI (kg/m²)
38.9±5.8
6MWT (m)
513.3±69.9
Baecke Physical Activity total score
7.0±1.4
EDI Total score
74.1±30.5
BAT total score
63.9±16.1
SCL-90 total score
196.0±47.3
GAF=Global Assessment of Functioning; BMI=Body
Mass Index; 6MWT=six minute walk test; EDI=Eating
Disorders Inventory; BAT=Body Attitude Test; SCL90=Symptom Checklist-90.

Associations with and predictors of the GAF score
While age (r=0.18, p=0.33), the body mass index
(r=-0.21, p=0.26) and physical fitness (r=0.07, p=0.70)
did not correlate significantly with theGAF-score, the
BPAQ total score (r=0.383, p=0.03) and the BAT total
score (r=-0.443, p=0.011) did. Both were also
independent predictors for the GAF-score. The
regression model including both variables explained
25.3% of the variability in the GAF-score. Parameter
estimates, F-values, standard error of measurements and
significance are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Multiple stepwise regression analysis with the GAF Score as the dependent variable
Variables
Cumulative r²
F
df
p
BAT total score
0.196
7.4
1
0.011
BPAQ total score
0.253
4.9
2
0.015

SEE
12.6
12.4

GAF= Global Assessment of Functioning; BAT=Body Attitude Test; BPAQ=Baecke Physical Activity Questionnaire;
df=degrees of freedom; SEE=standard error of estimate
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DISCUSSION
To our knowledge the present study is the first to
demonstrate that the attitude towards one’s own body
and the level of physical activity are associated with
global relational, social, and occupational functioning in
daily life as measured with the GAF-score. In contrast,
eating behaviour factors as measured with the EDI,
psychopathological complaints as measured with the
SCL-90 and physical fitness as measured with the
6MWT were not significantly related with the GAFscore.
Our data in an obese clinical sample of patients with
BED support previous epidemiological data indicating
that body image concerns might be more important
mediators of the relationshipbetween obesity and
impairment in psychosocialfunctioning as measured
with Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form Disability
Scale (Ware et al. 1996), whereas the binges itself may
not be of primary importance.The current data also
supports the recent suggestions that body image
concerns are of clinical relevance among obese binge
eaters (Goldschmidt et al. 2010, Legenbauer et al.
2011). It has been suggested that a diagnosticcriterion
reflecting a negative body image may be as relevant for
BED as it is for anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa
(Legenbauer et al. 2011). In particular, overvaluation of
shape/weight warrants consideration as a diagnostic
criterion for BED (Grilo 2013).
The present data also endorse the importance of
considering the sedentary lifestyle of patients with BED.
Several studies (Levine et al. 1996, Sherwood et al.
1999, Hrabosky et al. 2007) have reported that patients
with BED are indeed less involved in physical activities.
The findings of the present study must be
interpreted with caution due to some methodological
limitations. First, the BED sample was entirely
composed of obeseindividuals with BED seeking
treatment andcannot be considered representative of
the general population of obese persons with BED.
Second, physical activity participation was only
measured with a self-report questionnaire which is
prone to both systematic and random errors (Soundy et
al. 2007). Future research should therefore incorporate
an objective measure of physical activity (e.g.,
accelerometers). Third, the sample sizes were rather
small and consisted almost completely of female
participants, both of these factors will need to be
considered when attempting to generalise our findings.
Fourth, we did not include parameters such as socioeconomic status, educational level and duration of
illness in order to increase the external validity. Fifth, it
needs to be emphasised that the present study was crosssectional which precludes any speculation regarding the
direction of the relationships between the variables of
interest. More longitudinal and interventional studies
are needed to better understand the potential impact of a

negative body image and a sedentary lifestyle on the
relational, social, and occupational functioning of obese
people with BED. Lastly, the inclusion of an obese
control group would have allowed us to investigate
whether the associations found are specific for obese
people with BED.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the current study identified associations
of global functioning with measurements of body
attitude and physical activity behaviour. Research is
needed to elucidate whether incorporating body image
treatments and physical activity in the care of patients
with BED may promote global functioning in this
patient population.
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